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Abstract：The feedback effect of traditional multimedia network teaching resource data storage system 

is not good, which leads to the incomplete data when students query or download teaching resources. 

Therefore, a personalized multimedia network teaching resource data storage system based on hypertext 

is designed. On the basis of the original system hardware, the memory with larger capacity is selected, 

and the interface of the memory with larger capacity is redesigned; at the same time, the drive circuit of 

the memory is designed to ensure the smooth operation of the data. In the aspect of software design, by 

establishing the queuing model of teaching resource storage process, redefining the data storage 

program, and based on hypertext management storage system database, the high feedback storage system 

design is realized. The experimental results show that the feedback effect of the system is better than that 

of the traditional data storage system. Therefore, the system can be applied to the current personalized 

multimedia network teaching. 

Keywords: Hypertext; Personalized Multimedia Network Teaching; Resource Data Storage 

System 

1 Introduction 

The feedback ability of traditional teaching resource data storage system is weak, so in 

order to ensure teaching resources and teaching level, improve students' learning interest and 

learning ability, a personalized multimedia network teaching resource data storage system 

based on hypertext is designed [1]. Hypertext is a form of information management technology 

or electronic document. One of its characteristics is an anti-traditional way of recording 

information in linear order. It imitates human's associative memory thinking and stores and 

records the information of teaching resources in a network structure[2]. 

    In the design of multimedia teaching resource storage system, the non-linear technology 
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of hypertext and hypermedia breaks the linear rule of organizing multimedia information [3-4]. 

According to people's habitual way of thinking, it can build a database feedback mode with 

strong individualized teaching resource data in the form required by students, and realize data 

query and download with stronger feedback for students Provide perfect learning tools. 

2 Hardware Design of Personalized Multimedia Network Teaching 

Resource Data Storage System  

2.1   Selection and Interface Design of Large Capacity Memory  

At present, there are two kinds of memory used in embedded storage system: ROM 

(read-only memory) and RAM (random access memory). Both of them belong to 

semiconductor memory, ROM can still save data when the system stops power supply, and the 

data in RAM will be lost after the system is powered off. Considering the importance of 

personalized multimedia network teaching resources, the most suitable memory for data 

resource storage system is Flash ROM. 

The mainstream flash ROM includes NAND FLASH and NOR FLASH, both of which 

are fast and safe storage media without data loss due to power failure. NorFlash is 

characterized by faster reading, smaller capacity and slower writing and erasure, and is 

suitable for storage of programs and code . Nand Flash's storage unit is serially connected to 

external pins, and its internally integrated multiplexed ports are used for time-sharing of 

commands, addresses, and data . It is characterized by fast writing and erasure, large storage 

capacity, suitable for a system or electronic device that needs a lot of data storage. According 

to the requirement of rich and diversified teaching resources, the designed data storage system 

should choose the Nand Flash chip with large data storage capacity, quick response and 

parallel communication as the large capacity memory of the system. In terms of storage 

capacity, Nand Flash has 512KB-16GB of different capacity levels to choose from. is divided 

into MLC (MultiLevel Cell) architecture and SLC (SingleLevel Cell) architecture from the 

storage cell structure type. The NAND FLASH of the MCL framework can store multi-bit 

information in each storage unit, and the different data can be accurately stored in the storage 

unit through the precise control of different potential voltages in the cell. Each unit of the SCL 

framework, Nand Flash, can store 1-bit information. The advantage of the architecture is that 

the storage technology is relatively simple and the storage function is relatively fast. 

    Based on the specific requirements of the storage system, the storage data capacity needs 

to reach gb level, but the high temperature Nand Flash that can be purchased on the market at 

present is only the LHD S 1 GANand Flash chip that qingdao zhiteng company began to 



represent at the end of 2017, as shown in figure 1 below: 

 

Figure 1 Physical diagram of large-capacity storage  

The large-capacity storage in the above picture, its essence is Samsung's K9F8G08UOM 

type Nand FLASH, but it is encapsulated in the outside and made high temperature gold 

plating treatment, the maximum working temperature is 175 °C, which meets the temperature 

requirement of the system hardware under the multimedia long time teaching. K9F8G08UOM 

is constructed using SCL with a 1 GB of Nand Flash chip with 1 8GB memory chip (8GB for 

1G byte) inside, each Chip contains 1 layer (Plane) and each layer contains 4096 storage 

blocks (Block). The following figure 2 shows the storage array organization diagram of 

K9F8G08UOM.  
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Fig.2 Structure of memory array  

Where Block is the minimum unit for the Nand Flash to perform the erasure operation. 

each block contains 128 pages (page), each page has (2 k64) bytes storage space, and the page 

is also the minimum unit for nand flash to program (write in). Therefore, the overall storage 

capacity of K9F8G08UOM is 8448 Mb, and the conventional storage capacity is 8GB, that is 

1 GB. 

2.2 Design of memory drive circuits  

K9F8G08UOM type Nand Flash has eight command, address, data reuse of the I/O 

parallel bus interface, can transfer both the instruction of the teaching resources read and write, 

can also execute the erasure instruction, and can transmit the address of each storage unit, and 

the read and write data is also transmitted through these eight pins. The unique communication 

connection of Nand FLASH makes it different from that of Nor FLASH, which requires too 

many address pins, greatly improves the storage capacity of the memory, simplifies the 

hardware connection, and liberates the application resources of the main control chip. Its pin 

function is shown in Table 1 below.: 

Table 1  Nand Flash Pin function parameters  

Serial 

number 

Pin 

Name 

Pin Function 

1 I/O0- 

I/O7 

I/O for command, address, 

data 

2 CLE Command latch enable 

3 ALE Address latch enable 

4 CE Chip Select Enable 

5 RE Read enable 

6 WE Write enable 

7 WP Write protected 

8 R/B Ready / busy output 

K9F8G08UOM type Nand Flash is powered by 2.7V-3.6V DC voltage. Except for the 

power supply and the ground, the other angle P is connected to TMS320F28335, of which 

ALE, CLE are connected to the AO and A1 address lines of TMS320F28335; Read enable end 

RE, write enable end WE and F28335 DSP external read enable and external write enable 

respectively. The off-chip storage expansion Zone Zone Zone 7 of the chip selector connection 

DSP, the R/B pin selects pull up and connects a GPIO port of the DSP, and the write 

protection side also selects pull up , 8 data lines connected to main control chip data bus. A 

schematic diagram of the connection is shown in Figure 3 below : 



 

Figure 3 Schematic diagram of the connection  

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the design of memory driving circuit ensures the 

continuous driving ability of the storage system and the smooth operation of data storage, thus 

realizing the hardware design of personalized multimedia network teaching resources and data 

storage system.  

3 Software Design of Teaching Resource Data Storage System Based on 

Hypertext  

Based on the features of hypertext, the software of data storage system is designed to 

ensure the compatibility between storage system software and hardware .  

3.1 Establishing the Queuing Model of Teaching Resource Store Process  

The instructional resource storage queuing model, also called the service model, is used 

to sort the data of the supertext resource storage order. As we all know, service organization 

and service object constitute service model together. Service object is operator's command 

time, and storage system's service time to operator is random. Figure 4 is a schematic diagram 

of a simple queuing model : 
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Figure 4 Queuing Model  

According to the above figure, the interface between the user and the database is stored 



procedure, the user can access the database by calling the stored procedure of different 

functions, and by establishing the queuing model, the configuration of the stored procedure of 

the database as the service window is analyzed, so as to arrange the calling program more 

reasonably to realize the purpose of personalized multimedia network teaching [5] 

This paper analyzes the user request, storage process and response process, and 

summarizes the scheduling characteristics of the model according to the characteristics of the 

queuing model. Take three indicators as an example to describe the input process of the 

storage system. Suppose for a certain period of time T , As n  student users continue to use 

the teaching resource storage system to query teaching materials, the total number of proposed 

user sources is infinite , so exist n ;When the users of the teaching resource data 

storage system are the  f x  service objects of the queuing model, by default, they come in 

random order, appear individually and independently of each other; because the users come 

randomly, appear individually and independently of each other , The sequence formed by the 

arrival of users can be compared to the input stream nx ，It is assumed that the service window 

serving time for each customer and the interval between users' arrival are all negative 

exponential distribution . In  0,T  time, the number of users arriving is a Poisson process. 

Then set the sorting rules of the queuing model. When the user makes an operation 

request, the storage system first responds to the earliest request. If the stored procedure has 

been occupied, the user will enter the waiting stage. Therefore, the queuing rule of the system 

is first come first serve waiting. Suppose that in the storage system, a task is completed by a 

stored procedure, which completes the request according to the passing of a parameter. 

According to the above analysis and feature collection, the storage system queuing model can 

be described as follows: 
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m
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i
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  （1） 

In the formula : ik  represents the search feature of the i th user ; a Y represents the 

constraints of the a  user ; m  is the number of services . After the user puts forward the 

query operation request, some relevant parameters can be obtained by adding code to the 

stored procedure to report the execution progress, as shown in Table 2 below: 

Table 2 Relevant parameters 



Average 

column 

length 

Average 

waiting 

column 

length 

Average 

length of 

stay 

Average 

waiting 

time 

27 26 0.964 0.965 

298 297 0.997 0.996 

568 567 0.998 0.998 

It is assumed that customers arrive according to the Poisson distribution with parameter 

g  ,Service time is T ，The average service rate is  ，make  n T L  the queue length 

at L  time 1T  , the probability that     nq T q n T L   represents the queue length 

of  n T L  is nq  . According to the probability theory, we can get the balance equations 

of the storage system :  
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（2） 

In the formula: b  represents random task requests among n  operation requests . when 

T   , Theoretically, it can be proved that when the storage system is stably distributed. 

By substituting formula (2) into formula (1), a complete queuing model of teaching resource 

storage can be obtained. 

3.2 Storage function driver technology setting data storage program 

According to the NAND flash storage array structure and sorting model, the driver and 

control program are designed to match the hardware of the storage system to realize the 

erasure and read-write control of NAND flash. Because there is no NAND flash Hardware 

Manager in TMS320F28335, it is necessary to develop the corresponding driver of NAND 

flash to realize the setting of data storage program. 

It is known that NAND flash has a variety of data storage methods, including full page 

writing, single byte writing and other storage methods. At the same time, NAND flash has 8 I / 

O parallel bus interfaces for command, address and data multiplexing. When using single byte 

write storage mode, each time data storage is carried out, 8 data lines need to carry out write 

command transmission and addressing operation. The memory system designed in this paper 

has a memory space of 1024 bytes per page. If a single byte is used to write the memory, the 

operation cycle required to write a full page of data is relatively long, and the overall working 



efficiency of the system is low. Therefore, the system uses the storage mode of whole page 

writing to store data, so as to achieve the purpose of relatively fast data storage [7-9]. 

When storing, the size of each page of the memory is 1024 bytes, and the data structure 

of each page is designed as follows: the first to the fourth words contain knowledge points and 

time information, and the later storage space is used to store the notes information of the 

multi-channel A / D sampling channel of the system to the sensor output. At the same time, in 

consideration of high-temperature chip cost, the data stored in NAND flash is read out to the 

on-chip RAM of DSP in turn by using queuing model, and the data in the middle buffer RAM 

is packaged and read out in turn by using the system development environment CCS. Before 

the operation of NAND flash, the corresponding operation instructions should be transmitted 

first, and the corresponding block or page should be addressed. Known operation instructions 

of LHDs 1 GA NAND flash are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Operation instructions 

Features First cycle Second cycle 

Read 00h 30h 

Page 

programming 

80h 10h 

Block erase 60h D0h 

Reset FFh - 

NAND flash has a special addressing cycle. It usually takes five cycles to locate a byte in 

the storage space. Taking LHDs 1 GA NAND flash as an example, the address of the first two 

cycles is called column address, in which the significant bit is ao-a12, which meets the intra 

page addressing of lhds1ganand flash (211 = 2048, in which A12 is not used)[10-12] . The last 

three address cycles are called row addresses, which are used for inter page addressing and 

inter block addressing within blocks. The effective bits are a13-a30. The invalid bits of NAND 

flash address cycle should be set low, and its addressing cycle is shown in Table 4 below.  

Table 4 Addressing cycle table 

Add. 1th 2th 3th 4th 5th 

IO0 A0 A8 A12 A20 A28 

IO1 A1 A9 A13 A21 A29 

IO2 A2 A10 A14 A22 A30 

IO3 A3 A11 A15 A23 0 

IO4 A4 0 A16 A24 0 

IO5 A5 0 A17 A25 0 

IO6 A6 0 A18 A26 0 



IO7 A7 0 A19 A27 0 

 

For the specific operation of NAND flash, first compare the operation instructions in the 

table, and send the first cycle operation instructions through the command latch enable end cle 

of NAND flash, and then transmit the address of the storage block or page required for the 

operation through the address latch enable end of NAND flash. After the operation is 

completed or the data transmission is completed, the second cycle operation instruction is sent 

through the command latch enable end cle. At the same time, through the ready / busy status 

bit R / B to determine whether the operation is completed or not, to achieve the storage system 

storage program settings 

3.3 Hypertext Management Storage System Database  

    Hypertext Technology is a kind of information management technology. It uses nodes 

(also known as knowledge points or information blocks) as the basic unit, and organizes nodes 

into a mesh structure with chains. If the teaching resource data node includes not only text, but 

also multimedia information such as sound, animation, graphics, image, it is called 

hypermedia. The hypertext structure is shown in Figure 5 :  
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Figure 5 Schematic diagram of the hypertext structure  

As can be seen from the figure, hypertext structure is composed of several internally 

interconnected text blocks (or other types of information, so it is generally called information 

blocks)[13-15] . Each node has several pointers to or from other nodes, which are called links. If 

each text block in Figure 5 is regarded as a node, and each chain (regardless of its specific 

starting position in the text block) is regarded as a directed edge, then the directed graph as 

shown in Figure 6 is obtained, which is the topological structure of hypertext. 



 

Figure 6 Topological Structure of Hypertext  

Manage storage system database according to hypertext topology . Suppose 

 1 2 3 4, , ,s s s s  is an independent knowledge state, and all the knowledge states are known, 

that is, the set that does not conflict with the premise relationship . The knowledge space of 

the knowledge domain w  is composed of empty set   and full set w  , The Hasse 

diagram of the space is shown in Figure 7 below. : 
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Figure 7 Hasse Chart of Knowledge Space for Educational Resources  

According to the above analysis, the database planning algorithm is set to control the feedback 

mode of the storage system database. The calculation equation of the algorithm is: 
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（3） 

Where:   represents the standard value of system feedback capability;； k  represents 

the logical relationship of teaching materials :   is the general value of database feedback : 

  is the feedback coefficient. . At this point, the management of the storage system database 

is completed, and the design of personalized multimedia network teaching resource data 

storage system based on hypertext is realized. 



4 Testing experiment  

 

The data storage system based on hypertext is verified and tested by Windows operating 

system, and the system is compared with the data storage system designed by traditional 

methods to analyze the functional characteristics of the hypertext storage system. Open the 

multimedia network teaching system, as shown in figure 8 below, upload a large number of 

teaching resource data to the system, and use it as the basic data source center to design the 

data storage system.  

 

Online teaching

username:

L e a r n i n g

password:

LOGIN

 

Figure 8 System login interface  

Login the system to obtain experimental basic data, using two methods, design 

personalized multimedia network teaching resources data storage system. 100 students were 

randomly selected and divided into two experimental groups, group A and group B, of which 

group A was the test participants of the designed system and group B was the test participants 

of the traditional system. The results of the experiment are shown in Table 5 and Table 6 

below.:  

Table 5 Group A Test Results 

 Serial number Feedback result Serial number Feedback result 

M1 √ M11 √ 

M2 √ M12 √ 

M3 √ M13 × 

M4 √ M14 √ 

M5 √ M15 √ 

M6 √ M16 √ 

M7 √ M17 √ 

M8 √ M18 √ 

M9 √ M19 √ 



M10 √ M20 √ 

Table 6 test results of group B 

Serial number Feedback result Serial number Feedback result 

N1 √ N11 √ 

N2 × N12 √ 

N3 √ N13 × 

N4 √ N14 × 

N5 × N15 √ 

N6 × N16 √ 

N7 × N17 × 

N8 √ N18 √ 

N9 √ N19 × 

N10 √ N20 × 

 

According to the data in the above table, under the same experimental test conditions, the 

hypertext based data storage system has only one prompt error in its feedback, while the 

traditional method design data storage system has nine prompt errors in its feedback results. It 

can be seen that hypertext-based storage systems have better feedback.  

5 Concluding remarks 

The method of designing the data storage system of teaching resources, according to the 

functional characteristics of hypertext technology, a storage system with better compatibility 

of software and hardware and stronger feedback ability is designed to ensure that the data can 

be accurately feedback the data search results through hypertext topology results. However, 

the design of the storage system is only for the current stage of hardware design, if there is a 

better performance of hardware, teaching resources data storage system can be re-designed.  
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